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The X-ray Study of Novel Hockey Stick Mesogen Derived from Stilbene

The common molecular shapes of thermotropic mesophases are rod-like, disk-like and lately banana-shape, each of
them exhibiting distinct mesophases possessed of unique chemical and physical properties. The novel "hockey stick"
shaped liquid crystals possess peculiar mesomorphic behaviors. We synthesized hockey stick molecules of stilbene
derivatives and investigated mesomorphic physical properties. 

Chiral calamitic tilted smectic phases, for example, chiral smectic
C phase, exhibiting ferroelectric property under adequate conditions
have been known for three decades and can be regarded as the first
generation of ferroelectric liquid.  Along with the antiferroelectric
liquid crystals found during the intensive investigation of this
ferroelectric liquid crystal, these materials have made a huge impact
on the display technology.  The observation and confirmation of
ferro- and antiferro-electric properties of banana phases comprised
of achiral bent-core (banana) molecules have refreshed the search of
new ferroelectric liquid.  The spontaneous polarization of banana
phases originates from the correlation of the tilt of molecular director
and the bend conformation of the molecule, and chiral unit is not
required for constructing the banana phase forming molecules unlike
that of conventional chiral smectic C phase.

Considering the molecular shape, a hockey stick molecule-a bent
molecule with two arms differ greatly in length-can be considered as
an intermediate between the rod-like and banana-like molecules as
shown in Figure 1.  Hence it is interesting to investigate the electric
behaviors of mesophases formed by these achiral hockey stick
molecules.
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Fig. 1: The schematic representations of shapes for
the distinct mesogenic molecules. 



With adequate adjustment of both arm lengths,
enantiotropic nematic (N), smectic C (SmC), and anticlinic
smectic C (SmCa) are observed for the hockey stick
mesogens.  The optical appearances of these phases are
not discernable from those formed by the calamitic
mesogens.  However, some of the electric-field activities
of these phases have not been encountered before for
the corresponding phases of calamitic mesogens.  Figure
2 shows the textures of nematic phase formed by hockey
stick molecules.  Uniform textures are observed with
substrate surfaces suitably treated.  Variation in color can
be achieved by applying electric field, either AC or DC, of
different strengths in the direction perpendicular to the
sample plane.  Evidently the electric behavior of this
nematic phase is different from that formed by rod-like
molecules.

Schlieren textures resemble those formed by rod-like
molecules are observed for the SmC and SmCa phases
when these mesogens are subjected to non-treated
substrate surfaces (Figure 3).  It is noted however that
defects of 2-brushes occurred easily for the SmCa phase
indicating that the anticlinic arrangement of neighboring
layers is a preferred phase structure with the bent
molecular conformation.  With substrate surfaces treated
for parallel alignment, two types of domains displaying
different birefringence are observed for the SmC phase
(Figure 4b).  The occurrence of two types of domains is
rather similar to that observed for banana phases and is
ascribed to the chiral handedness of the constituting
molecular conformation.  Application of electric field
would result in variation of birefringence and the
variation is strongly dependent on the field strength.
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Fig. 2: Textures of nematic phase with substrate surfaces treated for parallel alignment display
various colors under different electric fields, DC ( V/μm), (a) 0, (b) 0.5, and (c) 2 V .  

Fig. 3: Schlieren textures of (a) 4-brush defects of SmC phase and (b) 2-brush defect of SmCa phase.

Fig. 4: The variation of birefringence of SmC textures under DC field (V/μm), (a) 2, (b) 0, and (c) -2.
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Similar electric field activities are observed for the SmCa
phase.

X-ray study was carried out for non-oriented samples
of these phases comprised of the hockey stick molecules.
In the wide angle region broad bands were observed in
the X-ray diffraction patterns for all N, SmC and SmCa
phases indicating the fluid behavior of these phases.
Results are not shown here.  The diffraction patterns in
the small angle region for these phases are included in
Figure 5.  For the N phase, there is a small  hump
accompanied with a cusp.  The intensity of the cusp
increases at the expense of the hump on decreasing
temperature across the nematic phase.  The occurrence
of this cusp is attributed the existence of cybotactic
clusters-cluster of smectic layer-a model proposed to
explain the formation of smectic phase from nematic
phase for rod-like mesogens.  The d-spacing value
evaluated from this cusp is 43.41Å and is close to 45.84Å
obtained from hyperchem calculation for the straight
distance between the two terminal carbon atoms of the
hydrocarbon chains, shown in Figure 6.  For each of the
SmC and SmCa phases a sharp peak is observed
indicating simple layered structure and resemble those
observed for the corresponding phases formed by rod-
like molecules.  Temperature dependence of d-spacing
for the smectic phases is shown in Figure 7, as well as the
corresponding tilt angle of molecular director with
respect to the layer normal.  In the SmC phase, the d-

spacing decreases with temperature and reaches a min,
then increases again across phase transition to the SmCa
phase.  This behavior is apparently different from that of
conventional rod-like mesogens.

In summary, enantiotropic nematic, smectic C and
anticlinic smectic C phases can be formed by hockey stick
molecule with adequately tuned arm lengths.  The
activities driven by electric-field and some aspects of
optical appearances of these phases are different from
those of corresponding phases formed by calamitic
mesogens.  Similarities and differences in the X-ray
diffraction patterns for the non-oriented samples of
hockey stick and calamitic mesogens are noted.  Further
X-ray study for well aligned sample would be helpful to

Fig. 5: The X-ray diffraction patterns for the N, SmC and
SmCa phases formed by hockey stick mesogens. 

Fig. 6: A hockey stick shape is obtained by hyperchem
calculation.

Fig. 7: Temperature dependence of d-spacing and tilt
angle for the smectic phases formed by hockey stick
mesogens.
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clarify the detail structures of these newly formed
mesophases.

Experimental Station:

Powder X-ray Diffraction (PXD)
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